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Abstract 

In our research we introduce ―the forensic smart contract‖ as a punishment alternative for tiny 

law violations. After studied the legislation boundaries and legal power transfer example for 

out of court applications, we evaluated three Blockchain applications covering three various 

cases in smart contracting. A smart-Law-script to eliminate illegal cellphone car use, with 

best punishment an Irrevocable prepayment in digi-money for a car phone kit. Then a 

―Lawscript‖ resolving the double taxation problem in international tax conventions. Finally a 

Court launches a community sentence through a ―Rehabilitation Law sentence script‖. After 

mass adoption of our methodologies we faced an unexpected globalization peace factor in 

Blockchain and much wide adoption of CBDC (Central Bank Digital Currency). 

Keywords: Fintech, Regtech, Lawtech, smart contracts, Ethereum, Tax Law, Mathematical 

Programming, community sentence, Blockchain 
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1. Introduction 

An automatic police and law enforcement is a very old concept, older than the world itself. 

The most important and old reference was by Evangelist John in his Gospel concerning the 

final judgment:  

οἱ ηὰ ἀγαθὰ οἱ δὲ ηὰ θαῦλα ππάξανηερ εἰρ ἀνάζηαζιν κπίζεωρ, οὐ δύναμαι ἐγὼ ποιεῖν ἀπ' ἐμαςηοῦ 

οὐδέν. 

JOHN 5:30 

I can of mine own self do nothing: as I hear, I judge: and my judgment is a just;  

 

Figure 1, The most ancient lawtech script (Codex Sinaiticus) 

The above Scriptura describes the most important moment of the life of every human being. 

In front of God every sinner waits the sentence of his evil life. In the Christian literature most 

of the times the forgiveness plays the main role. But not today, here at the final stage of all 

humanity no mercy seems to be possible, it occurred in all previous of soul and life stages.  

In the first ever ―smart law‖ Jesus clearly statuses that even God cannot do anything else than 

to apply pure Law. Just and Judgment are referred here in order to explain in exact words that 

there is a Law and no one can violate the Law, even the Son of GOD. 

The biggest problem of forensic automated punishments is altogether the only benefit: 

ONCE LAUNCHED cannot be recalled or Cancelled 

On the current Law side, they are very suspicious to transfer Constitutional power to unstable 

entities. An example is out-of-court debt settlement mechanism. It introduced for the first 

time in the Greek legal system by Law 4469/2017. This mechanism aims to protect viable 
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businesses and constitutes an organized out-of-court process for final settlement of debts 

payable to the private and public sector by Greek businesses, for debts accumulated up to 31 

December 2016. The companies that regards the mechanism are separated to the ―big ones‖ 

when they have operation‘s circle over 2.500.000 euro or over 2.000.000 euro overdue 

obligations and the ―small ones‖ in any other occasion  

Use of experts and technological means, the organization of all stages of the process within 

reasonable deadlines, as well as the contribution and flexibility of the Greek State as a 

creditor are the cornerstones to this new mechanism. 

When and if the involved parties come to agreement they still have the right to seek 

ratification of the debt settlement agreement by the court, if they wish, so that 

non-contracting creditors would also be bound by the agreement. 

More than 2700 companies and 7000 freelancers have applied for inclusion in an online 

platform for the out-of-court debt settlement mechanism in the first few days after the official 

launch of the platform, according to the data from the platform's operation. This probably 

sounds ideal but the applications that have been completed are only 700 and from them 23 

have positive conclusion. According to estimates of Economy ministry, 150,000 to 400,000 

enterprises could participate in the mechanism and that kind of numbers, given the current 

efficiency of the mechanism, sounds alarming. The real question here is why something so 

beneficial for enterprises must be so hard to be accomplished. Greece after so many years of 

recession and reforms must find a way to limit bureaucracy. Also the European institutions 

must decide faster the mix of the economic measures that to be applied to Greek economy.  

The mechanism will contribute to the unsecured debts of the state, social insurance funds and 

will especially help the banks that have binding targets for a significant reduction of their 

non-performing exposures. This of course will happen only if all related parties find a way to 

simplify the procedure and the European comity not to interfere again like happened before.  

2. Guidelines, Assumptions 

Our third pylon of our constitutional system suffers from a lot of irregularities like human 

mercy, society anger, political assumptions, legislation proliferation and inaccuracy, not real 

independence and a lot of others. If there is a change in a million for automatic sentencing, 

we have to give a try. 

General Blockchain and digital law research do not realize the expanded dimensions and the 

future of Blockchain (Levy 2017, DuPont 2015, Maupin 2017, Trautman 2016, De Filippi 

2018, Rodrigues 2018 and Guggenberger 2017). 

In our times blockchain was evolved in a technology for every aspect of economic life. In 

very small timeframe the suffix ―tech‖ has been attached to all sciences to form a ―scientific 

superiority with technicality‖. Such new terms are: FinTech financial technology 

The tech suffix actually implements any aspect of life in computer technology, but a 

computer is not alone. Every single PC and software incorporates Algorithms, Statistics, 

Operational Research, math modelling, artificial intelligence, man-machine interaction theory, 
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and hundreds of sciences included Law Sciences. For the purpose of our law enforcement 

research we use similar terms: 

 Banktech, banking technology for clever payment options. 

 Fintech, financial technology. 

 Insurtech, where insurance agencies demand smaller premium charges. 

 LawTech, technology that facilitates-enables Legislation application. 

 RegTech ; regulations technology to manage Governance, risk and compliance. 

2.1 Smart Contract 

Traditionally digital forensics evolves day by day in a crucial economic fraud fighting tools. 

Usually digital forensic supports the police and justice in all court tasks. In our sentencing 

example Rose (1997) gave Community Sentences new value, while Byrne (2010) examined 

the use of community-based sentencing options within federal sentencing guidelines and 

specific recommendations and finally Schild (2005) Cantrell (2012) and Koopmans (2013) 

investigate the computer as a digital expert system.  

The best smart contract description was given by replacing the God from USD motto (Simser 

2015). Of course God initially was away of money but the phrase ―In Code we trust‖ denotes 

the exact situation. For this study for an Ethereum Smart Contract in programming language 

Solidity-Lisp we use the terms: 

 Smart contract is the basic program usually running in Github 

 ―LawTech Script‖ contains legislation logic along with contracting guidelines. 

 ―rehabilitation law script‖ is close to our approach to improve the citizen through the 

legal system not to punish him. 

 ―Sentence script‖ needs very careful design because it affects irrevocably people life. 

Along with others we also hope 'smart' contracts have been around for a long time – we at 

least try not to write dumb ones (Giancaspo 2017). For this research we studied and analyzed 

with minor success: smart contract terminology (Mik 2017), technical side of the law 

(Simpson-Murphy 2016), various legal issues associated with the application of existing 

contract law provisions implemented on the Blockchain platform (Simpson 2016), the 

internal side of the law (Giancaspro 2017), block chain for justice (Mariana 2016) and a new 

concept of rule technologies (Marino 2016)  

2.2 CBDC (Central Bank Digital Currencies) 

At current tempo spatial frame Legislative Authorities, Courts, Lawyers and almost the 

majority of citizens are not aware of blockchain money.  

Being at the legitimate side of legal order we need a more concrete digital coin like CBDC 

(Central Bank Digital Currency). According to a recent BIS internal paper (Bank of 

International Settlements, Bech 2017) new cryptocurrencies are emerging twice a day. 

Central banks expected to issue their own with different characteristics and from existing 

payment options. They called it CBCC where CC is standing for crypto currencies but bank 

cannot be evolved in nothing Crypto. Though this study the term CBDC is used as identical 
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to the Cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, Ether and blockchain money. We contribute to law blockchain 

with 3 descriptive low level case studies: 

 Lawscript to deteriorate illegal cellphone car use. 

 Double taxation avoidance law script 

 In front of Court Rehabilitation Law sentence script 

The story telling intentionally kept verbal in order to avoid technicalities in the blockchain 

world where this approach is trivial.  

3. Lawscript to Deteriorate Illegal Cellphone Car Use 

Hundreds of researchers studied the effect of mobile phone in driving performance (Lesch 

2004, Tornros 2005, Strayer 2006). Others they focus on the police and legislation actions to 

be taken to eliminate cell phone use.  

We do not believe in the famous tyrant Drakon Law enforcement principles and we 

developed a light voluntary participation to demonstrate police action. According to our 

counter-Drakon approach and researchers like Treffner (2004), White (2010) and Cohen (2005). We 

came to the conclusion that the best punishment for illegal cell-phone use while driving is to 

install a car cell phone installation. The phone user automatically is charged on the benefit of 

car installation company with an amount to be collected immediately from the telephone 

provider or the Blockchain account. 

3.1 Traffic Incident Lawtech Smartscript 

However, there are others more traditional punishment approaches. Until today the traffic 

policeman stops a cell-phone user and an endless discussion starts with confiscation, anger 

and all human limitations become present. Due to this old fashioned incident we lose a lot of 

money and we waste precious human energy and effort in the road and later on court. We 

propose a ―Lawtech SmartScript‖ to take care all of these. 

In the new era again the policeman stops the cell phone user. The driver faces two options: 

the traditional and the automatic. In automatic mode he dials in from his cellphone under the 

policeman supervision a police-court authorized number and everything finished. Then the 

convicted driver first reaction is to drive away from police ―brutality‖ while the second is to 

call his friends to chat about the event of the day, starting all over new violations and possible 

accidents. Well no more. 

The telephone number is the primary input of the first ―traffic law tech script‖. A SOLIDITY 

smart contract is executed automatically. The script was prepared by the traffic police under 

special legislation and lies in the Blockchain as higher level anonymous agency. Script 

authority is so neutral as any court designed it to be. As every program has three phases: 

Input, Process and Output. 

The unique input is the telephone number to be dialed in. 

The process runs a random number generator very often in Blockchain with an exact syntax: 
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Menu_selection_num=keccak256(bitcoinBlockHash); 

Then the value Menu_selection_num is transliterated in a random number from 1 to 8. Then 

according to this random number the ―Lawscript‖ outputs to the telephone company 

Blockchain the selected function. Immediate punishment list could include: 

 Block the phone for 24 hours, starting NOW. 

 Block the phone for 20 days starting tomorrow. 

 Block the phone for 10 days and pay now 20 Euro. 

 Limit call duration to 30 Seconds for 20 days starting now. 

 Block outgoing SMSs for two months 

 Irrevocably sending an engagement prepayment in digi-money from phone company 

or offender bitcoin account to a company installing car phone kit. 

3.2 Legislation Drawback 

The key issue for the policeman in the above example is to obtain the driver cellphone 

number to enforce the ―law-script‖ penalty. A recent USA Law case has proven this legal (US 

vs Place 1983) clearly stated that: ―Where law enforcement authorities have probable cause 

to believe that a container holds contraband or evidence of a crime but have not secured a 

warrant the Court has interpreted the [Fourth] Amendment to permit seizure of the property‖ 

However recently there are other law interpretations primarily in the United states (Ohie vs 

Smith 2009) that reduces the police power: ―Once the cell phone is in police custody the state 

has satisfied its immediate interest in collecting and preserving evidence and can take 

preventive steps to ensure that the data found on the phone are neither lost nor erased. But 

because a person has a high expectation of privacy in a cell phone's contents police must then 

obtain a warrant before intruding into the phone's contents.‖ 

It is obvious that currently legislator is not ready for complicated contracts like the proposed 

one. We believe that for many years from now the above ―rehabilitation incident‖ it will be 

only ―LawTech script‖ in a voluntary basis. 

4. Double Taxation Avoidance Law Script 

Tax agencies in Greece deal very often with double taxation problems. The first signed 

convention was signed 1953 between the Kingdom of Greece (1963) and the United States of 

America for the avoidance of double taxation and the prevention of fiscal evasion with 

respect to taxes on income. (Barcleys 1994). Since then a lot of billions are lost for Greek 

IRS and today we assembled the table covering a few aspects of tax evasion of wealthy 

persons. The table below is the tax evasion tool of risk Greeks living abroad. For Greeks 

according to the table England is the Business and money tax paradise.  

Table 1. Greece double taxation smart contract table 

country legislation dividends interest Royalties 

England 2732/1953 10% 0% 0% 

Germany 52/1967 25% 10% 0% 
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Switzerland 1502/1984 15% 10% 5% 

Bulgaria 2255/1994 40% 10% 10% 

USA 2548/1953 10% 15% 20% 

Rich monopolies do not rely on the above tax evasion but they do concoct legal cases to 

further postpone any tax payment. Due to the complexity of EU tax systems usually they do 

succeed. Politicians, accountants, public servants, professors and endless chain of 

―professionals‖ a whole mechanism it works for them. A solution to break the chain-ties of 

tax evasion and not encouraging the excessive litigation would be the ―blockchain LawTech 

script‖. To assembly the state service is very complicated but once set it works efficiently. 

The generalized pseudocode law-script does the following: 

 The blockchain of the airport arrivals triggers every time a Greek Passenger living 

abroad. 

 The triggering enables a blockchain that collects data according to the bilateral 

convention between beneficiary countries. 

 The table above is compared to the local Greek table and a fine is executed. 

 The Greek Tax Authority collects the fine immediately if there is a CBDC account or 

even a crypto currency account declared. 

 An additional 20% tax exemption could be applied. 

The airport terminal confronts a demonstration entity. A simple bank transfer could do the 

same results along another equally simple action: the foreign country tax blockchain. This tax 

blockchain is an irrevocable database of the tax payer that cannot be altered by any power or 

authority of a sovereign country. This is a good question to the blockchain community, what 

will happen in case of a local or worldwide war conflict?  

The past century money laundering was a rich oligarchs privilege. Last decade BIS, FED, 

IMF and ECB attempted to deteriorate anonymous untaxed money with significant results. 

The unreasonable low tax countries are obligated to sign the above mentioned ―double taxing 

conventions. Therefore, a recursion will eventually occur where the ―double tax conventions‖ 

for a tax blockchain will affect the convention and all over again. 

5. In front of Court Rehabilitation Law Sentence Script 

Older researcher focus on behavioral rehabilitation (Allen 2000) and even recent books do 

not cover technology (Craig 2013). The evidences and economic analysis approach 

(Weisburd 2017) are more close to our semi-automatic law script intentions. When someone 

is sentenced, they can get one of four main types of sentence: 

 discharge 

 fine 

 community sentence 

 prison sentence 

5.1 Community Sentences 

Initially Drakon inspired the law principles (Ogden 2013) line and later Omalley (1999) 
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suggested of a more draconian system of punishment. They both belong to archaic societies. 

Today British ministry of Justice (2018) proposes various type of rehabilitation punishments. 

Table 2. Community payback sentences rehabilitation results 

Community payback Sentences Computer Aided  

rehabilitation 

IDENTITY  

recognition 

carry out between 40 and 300 hours unpaid work as 'Community Payback';  10% 5 

get training so they can find a job 5% 5 

complete a treatment program - to deal with anger control, drug or alcohol 

abuse, for example avoid specific activities, like visiting pubs or football 

matches 

80% 100% 

live within a curfew that restricts the times they can leave their homes, 

monitored by wearing an electronic tag 

100% 20% 

live at a specific place 100% 20% 

get mental health treatment, if they agree 5%  

have regular meetings with a probation officer to check their progress 20% 80% 

go to an attendance center, where 18 to 24 year-olds take part in group 

activities to help them live responsibly in the community 

1% 100% 

The percentage next to every sentence denotes: 

 Computer Aided rehabilitation percentage gives methodology success rating. 

 IDENTITY recognition is the positive absolute personal recognition 

Unfortunately, these wise ―community payback‖ sentences belong to a generation without 

digital media. The biggest problem to enable digitally the rehabilitation procedure is exactly 

this identity theft. The problem is more crucial in machine enabled rehabilitation because it 

concerns persons with intensive criminal-like behavior. Their primary nature is to cheat and 

society has to prepare bullet proof systems for all low level community sentences. 

5.2 Blockchain Based Asynchronous Rehabilitation Reading and Test 

We transformed the above ―treatment program‖ into an easy multimedia training course with 

specifications like: 

 Rehabilitation Video-Audio clips running under software control. 

 Programmable interrupts with various questions to be answered from the keyboard. 

 A session recording system registering all DAV (Data_audio_video) elements 

 Various ID recognition systems. 

A similar system is tailored to prepare a ―traders workstation‖ based on ―financial time series‖ 

conducted research (Gerakis 2016) and a patent (Zisopoulos 2017). The timeline is like this: 

 Magistrate or Judger convicts a traffic light offender into a community sentence to a 

treated cure for the driver to improve attitude and knowledge of traffic law. 

 The conviction is described in a smart contract. 

 The offender finds an appropriate device (DAV netPC) and he runs the program. 
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 He sees the video improving his society understanding. 

 After an hour or a minute, the video stops and the computer demands an answer.  

 The operator keys in the answer or selects a quiz option. 

 The whole session is recorded in DAV and two files are stored in the computer 

under the name: ―session1-Zisopoulos.dav‖ with the session recordings and a simple 

text file with answer sequence. 

 The offender connects to a site and the files are hashing irrevocably by the Ethereum 

Blockchain locally WITHOUT to actual file transfer. 

 End of lesson ONE, 100 more to follow. 

The court decision ―smart contract‖ is executed once per day and when the counter. The 

major problem here is identity theft. Natawiguna (2016) proposed virtualization methods for 

securing online exams from cheating with tools that can be used to enhance the existing 

proctoring methods used for securing online exam with better process isolation and low 

bandwidth usage. There are other more complicated methods to verify identity. We only 

present a simple low blockchain level solution to demonstrate the ―rehabilitation law script‖. 

This education-rehabilitation technology is very useful in war refugees total rehabilitation. 

They are very committed in technology and western societies legal civilization cannot face 

them a priori guilty of something they do not understand at the desired level.  

6. Results 

The adoption of court decided ―automated law scripts‖ like any human arrangement has 

significant virtuous and evil results. Significant results for the progression of the society are: 

 The court focus on progressive work, not with simple repetitive costly nonsense 

hearings, session and la over again the same.  

 The law script denotes an opportunity to chain archaic origination of the Roman Law, 

still in use in our days. 

 The code is the law and it is executed without human intervention. 

 No Hacking is possible; this is the computer of the future.  

There are also bad to catastrophic results: 

 IT concerns a major threat to the humanity with all these robots controlling real 

people life. 

 The court could never be satisfied from a ―law script‖ since usually their technology 

knowledge and the level needed is not adequate.  

 Eventually the blockchain one day will fail. We all remember the Ethereum fork 

(Dickerson 2017, Atzei 2017) 

7. Discussion 

There are severe problems to solve and additional systems to be prepared in order to present 

to the science and society a viable alternative ―law script‖. There are unlimited complications 

to overcome. 
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During our research we faced the globalization problem and peace element in Blockchain 

words. Turkish empire tries to invade once more Cyprus. Apparently Israel an England help 

the Cypriots. Before the conflict Cyprus (the promised Blockchain land) has a lot of 

cryptocurrency contracts. These smart scripts increasingly support local and worldwide 

business. During the crisis the brave Cypriots along with Russian help they resist to the 

invade. Half hemisphere is involved in the conflict and we finally have war. Who fight whom 

is not discussed here, we only arise a simple question: 

What will be happen to the Blockchain contracts? 

By design these are irrevocable actions and they cannot be recalled even in order to serve the 

country honor or existence. In some way they must stop, they are not accepted by national 

effort. The answer is obvious: Peace is a side effect of ledger expansion. 

8. Conclusion 

We hope that we do not violate two French contributions to the world as we know it.  

First Montesquieu in his famous articulation of the theory of the separation of powers «in 

every government there are three sorts of power: the legislative; the executive in respect to 

things dependent on the law of nations; and the executive in regard to matters that depend on 

the civil law.» (Montesquieu 1949). 

Although full three powers isolation was not always clear combination is something totally 

different. There are a lot of different nature institutions thereafter, on of these could be smart 

law scripts. 
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